Digital twin for every manufacturing SME!

Change2Twin is a European project which supports manufacturing SMEs in their digitalisation process by providing Digital Twin solutions. The concept of digital twin is one of the big game-changers in manufacturing and allows companies to significantly increase their global competitiveness.

Innovation made by Change2Twin

- **Easy access to digital twin**: funding, guidance, testing, deployment
- **4 open calls**: Assessment and Deployment Vouchers to fund manufacturing SMEs
- **Change2Twin Marketplace**: a one stop shop for digital twinning solutions
- **4 experiments** with different manufacturers
- **Change2Twin Community**: a virtual space for digital twinning enthusiasts
Get funded by CHANGE2TWIN

Change2Twin is an EU-funded initiative helping manufacturing SMEs and mid-caps to deploy digital twin solutions.

It offers grants worth up to €90,000 for the assessment of the preparedness to implement a digital twin solution and/or the deployment of the digital twin itself, along with technical and business mentorship in each phase of their implementation.

Digital twin for every manufacturing SME!  

#digitaltwinchampions

Scan the code for more information!

Do you want to know more about Change2Twin funding opportunities?

Contact us at opencalls@change2twin.eu
Go to www.change2twin.eu
Join the online community: https://bit.ly/3vLX2CO
LinkedIn: @change2twin

Change2Twin has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation Programme under Grant Agreement No. 951956